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History
» The Motion Picture Association of America

(MPAA) was formed in 1922 by the presidents of
the major motion picture studios.

» The original aim of the MPAA was to protect the
film industry from government censorship.

» The MPAA required that movies be submitted for
approval before distribution.

» The MPAA’s first president, William Hays led the
organization in its self-regulation/censorship by
instituting The Production Code or the Hays Code,
“a regime requiring the review of all film scripts to
ensure the absence of ‘offensive’ material.”



Hays Code
» “It imposed a detailed and extensive list of rules on

filmmakers. Only ‘correct standards of life’ could be
presented. No depictions of childbirth. No
criticisms of religion. Forget about ‘lustful’ kissing
or ‘suggestive’ dancing. Under the Hays Code,
films were simply approved or disapproved based
on whether they were deemed ‘moral’ or ‘immoral.’”

- MPAA



General Principles
1. No picture shall be produced that will lower the

moral standards of those who see it. Hence the
sympathy of the audience should never be
thrown to the side of crime, wrongdoing, evil or
sin.

2. Correct standards of life, subject only to the
requirements of drama and entertainment, shall
be presented.

3. Law, natural or human, shall not be ridiculed,
nor shall sympathy be created for its violation.



Particular Applications: Sex
» The sanctity of the institution of marriage and the

home shall be upheld. Pictures shall not infer that
low forms of sex relationship are the accepted or
common thing.



Adultery and Illicit Sex

Sometimes necessary plot material,
must not be explicitly treated, or
justified, or presented attractively.



Scenes of Passion

Should not be introduced when
not essential to the plot.



Scenes of Passion

Excessive and lustful kissing,
lustful embraces, suggestive
postures and gestures are not to be
shown.



Seduction or Rape

They should never be more than
suggested, and only when essential
for the plot, and even then never
shown by explicit method.



Seduction or Rape

They are never the proper subject
for comedy.



Sex Perversion

Forbidden.  Along with any
inference to it.



Miscegenation

Another thing that is forbidden.



Sex Hygiene

And venereal diseases are not
subjects for motion pictures.



Children’s Sex Organs

Are never to be exposed.



1966

» “In the late 1960s our nation was changing, and so
was its cinema. Alongside the progress of the civil
rights, women's rights and labor movements, a
new kind of American film was emerging - frank
and open. Amid our society's expanding freedoms,
the movie industry's restrictive regime of self-
censorship could not stand.”

- MPAA



Revision

» In 1966, Jack Valenti became president
of the MPAA and instituted the current
system, called the voluntary rating system.

» The voluntary rating system was essentially
a revision of the Hays Code to reflect
contemporary society, allowing for artistic
freedom and informing parents about
what movies are suitable for children.

» The voluntary rating system has remained
place since 1968 and continues to evolve
with society today.




